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Morning Joe Co-Host, Willie Geist RS- 

F1: Ya had a [big rally] and a group of people there. 

R1: A liar web. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to a big rally was a web of liars. 

 

F2: [but also this narrative that’s taken hold] 

R2: The law/LAW, and it gets the veterans see the sword op. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to the narrative that’s taken hold is the law and/or the Lethal Autonomous Weapon 
that gets veterans to see a battle for life and a communication op, likely a psychological 
operation in some way. 

 

Officer Michael Fanone’s RS: 

F3: [I think it’s an all hands on deck effort to make sure that Donald Trump doesn’t assume the 
Presidency.] 

R3: East knit a serf, but muse send His light. March still outdid her scams. Your fat guide gnaws nay-
whore on the stick he found. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to keeping Trump out of the Presidency in 2024 is the East creating a serfdom, but 
light for inspiration has been sent likely by God that marched toward outdoing her scams (likely 
referring to engaging in the Whore Ai’s scams.) The direction to protect causing constant 



wearing down via distress and anxiety (sounds like psyops, DEWs, and contract stalking being 
used) is connected getting rid of the Whore, and that’s the weapon being used. So, the East 
building a serfdom seems to be being seen likely by the masses, but the weapon being used that 
claims to get rid of the Whore is being brought up.    

 

 

F4: [Nowhere in my wildest imagination did I ever expect to be in that situation, or sitting here talking 
about it.] 

R4: The lie bring a cost.  Create oh-for-breaking-it-is-Sir. As she host this and leaves Epps survey outed 
and the she in the sham bit sue law where I’m the area one.  

Interpretation: 

- Connected to claiming to not have been aware of any of this ahead of time is a cost for lying 
connected to creating sensationalist breaking news likely about Fanone that appears to have 
been hosted in advance and where Ray Epps surveillance was outed and where the host is a she 
in the sham (something we are told is one thing when it is really something else) where we are 
seeing a claim that the law was being blamed and was clamped down upon in some way where 
Fanone is the designated one to respond in that area. So seems to have been pre-assigned and 
staged op from this description. It doesn’t address whether or not his claimed injuries are real or 
not. 

 

F5: [That experience and its aftermath were something that not even my extensive law enforcement 
training] could prepare me for. 

R5: And in the arse-snip show fin old this-snitch-scammed to Vidant/Vedant then give must-stroke 
fam-ber facts in the snare-rape skit ad. 

Interpretation: 

- Commenting on J6 and Fanone’s own training is an orchestration connected to negative sexual 
and/or other negative, mutually destructive relationships/behaviors where sharks are swimming 
running a play involving using a snitch scam to what or whomever Vidant/Vedant is where 
praise must be given to an Amber family—Child trafficking family syndicate members-- in a 
performance where it looks like a rapist will be entrapped and is being used in some way as an 
advertisement for the public. 

 

The name Vidant and/or Vedant search turned up a couple of the following-- 

Vedant Birla is an Indian entrepreneur. There are biotech companies under the name Vidant as well- 

https://wallmine.com/nse/zenithstl/officer/2245605/vedant-birla 

Vidant Health- 



Healthcare, Pharmaceuticals, & BiotechGreenville, North Carolina, United States 

https://www.adapt.io/company/vidant-medical-center-3 

 

 

F6: from there passing the [Longworth House office building] 

R6: It loops a false light through a wall. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to stringing events together such as passing by this building is a process where the 
end meets back to the beginning and repeats connected to the false light represented 
concretely and or connects to separations in the mind in some way likely to gatekeep away from 
truth and light. 

 

Speaker of the House, Nancy Pelosi’s RS- 

F7: [We’re being told it could take days to clear the Capitol.] 

R7: Mordecai, the Vril could see it. They buke-divorced in their plea. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to clearing the Capitol in some way is a situation of turning the tables on genocide to 
kill the one who contracted where “the Vril” (a group that will be or will be like a Nazi Secret 
Society) can see this situation and who are rebuking the state of being divorced from it in 
response to being charged with genocide. So the Virl are rolling out an op in the face of power 
being taken away from them that will kill them instead of who they are genociding and they are 
fighting back against the plan to oust them in response. 

 

F8: [and that we should be…move in to get the job done.] 

R8: you’ve nudge-podge-ed the fake grief, known, we vet, enable need pursue bad net. 

Interpretation: 

- People who are expressing fake grief are known, vetted, and have been made to look like a 
n(udge)-hodge podge (likely meaning a group of people made up to NOT look like feds who are 
being directed on what to do…undercover) Another reversal I found said, “yep, here’s HUMINT” 
from a previous reversal set. HUMINT is a Human Intelligence network that is more often than 
not imo, made up of paid Stasi agents. And finally, this all appears to have been created from a 
need to enable the round up of the “bad” network. In other words, this was a pretext to catch 
people to put on the scam Human Trafficking, enslavement watchlist for profit via monetary 
exploitation with no way off the list in more money-from-suffering scamming because their 



agents were not caught in the illegal entrapment dragnet and J6ers have been placed on the 
Quiet Skies list to include their children and families whether they entered the Capitol or not. A 
two-week-old was placed on the list. Handling codes 3 and 4 have no due process or redress to 
get off the list and are tortured for experimentation for the rest of their lives. My Dad and first 
husband were both murdered in this program and my body disabled. Also, no one is supposed 
to know they have been placed on the list. The data extracted from us paid for via taxpayer 
money goes to for-profit transhuman biosecurity tech state entrapment on the Internet of 
Everything for the rest of the planet. Ready to round these insane people up and shut it down 
yet?  
 

My previous #J6 findings- 

Typed up- 

https://t.me/OurStillSmallVoice/805 

On video- 

Bitchute- 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/CwRwnM6htggl/ 

Rumble- 

https://rumble.com/v184b2q-reverse-speech-indicates-the-real-reason-ashli-babbitts-shooter-wasnt-
charg.html 

 

Hilarious AOC Capitol Siege RS- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Oo0tZ7COtM 

 

Senator, Chuck Schumer’s RS- 

F9: Does that include asking the  [President to get these people who are followers of hers] to leave the 
Capitol? 

R9: Their officer, will ALF roll Whore-beef-G Pegas-net it serve. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to Donald Trump and likely HIS followers if Schumer meant to say his or perhaps 
Ashli Babbitt’s followers if Schumer meant to say hers, at the Capitol is an officer (administrator 
and/or law enforcement) where the AI is rolling out in a particular direction toward, perhaps 
herding J6ers to them, connected to its masonic herd who worship the Whore Ai, that will serve 
the Pegasus network. So, this appears to be about adding J6-ers to the IoE exploitation 
trafficking enslavement torture list that has no due process to get on or to get off the list (scam 
Terror Screening Database, or TSDB for IoE biotech money-from-suffering syndicate 
enslavement) that includes children, handicapped, those who have been disabled by being 



placed on the list, murdered, made homeless, placed in insane asylums, forced into 
homelessness…  

- Targeted Justice has reported that J6-ers have been added to the list, many of them to the Quiet 
Skies. James  
https://www.targetedjustice.com/latest-news.html 

- An 8-week-old infant was placed on a secretive terrorist watchlist known as 
Quiet Skies last week, according to AJ Fischer. The only suspected, but not so 
reasonable, explanation for the designation is that Fischer is a J6 
defendant and the infant's father. Most alarmingly, it was not even Fischer 
who booked the ticket for his child. Fischer's fiancée booked the ticket for 
herself and the infant, but neither was anywhere close to D.C. on Jan. 6, 2021.  Sonya 
LaBosco says Quiet Skies is a waste of a program because it has yielded "zero terrorists" since its 
inception in 2010. Instead, she adds, "TSA has wasted about $394 million on a program that doesn't 
work and is just a big lucrative [TSA] domestic surveillance grab on travelers who pose no threat to 
national security." 
https://uncoverdc.com/2023/11/13/infant-son-of-j6-defendant-placed-on-quiet-
skies-suspected-terrorist-watchlist?s=03 

- 19 Dec 2022:   FBI Whistleblower, Steve Friend,  slams Ted Lieu, Says He Was 
Moved Off Child Porn Cases To Focus On J6.   Instead of chasing child sex 
predators or terrorists, the FBI has agents — lots of them — analyzing and 
mass-flagging social media posts. Not as part of any criminal investigation, 
but as a permanent, end-in-itself surveillance operation.   What "law 
enforcement" objective is served by asking for Billy Baldwin's location 
information?   Why is the FBI/DHS in the business of analyzing and flagging 
social media content at all? When were these programs created and who 
approved them? 
https://www.activistpost.com/2022/12/fbi-whistleblower-slams-ted-lieu-says-
he-was-moved-off-child-porn-cases-to-focus-on-j6.html 

- Wiki, “Pegasus spyware developed by the Israeli technology and cyber-arms company NSO Group. 
Pegasus is ostensibly marketed for surveillance of "serious crimes and terrorism". In 2020, a target 
list of 50,000 phone numbers leaked to Forbidden Stories, and an analysis revealed the list 
contained the numbers of leading opposition politicians, human rights activists, journalists, lawyers 
and other political dissidents.[1] 

A small number of phones that were inspected by Amnesty International's cybersecurity team 
revealed forensic evidence of the Pegasus spyware, a zero-click Trojan virus developed by NSO 
Group.[1] This malware provides the attacker full access to the targeted smartphone, its data, images, 
photographs and conversations as well as camera, microphone and geolocation.” 

 

Vice President Mike Pence’s RS- 

F10: …US Capitol [Police, he just informed me to their best information is that they believe] that House 
and the Senate will be able uh to reconvene in roughly an hour.  

R10: Feel war kisses in a shiver-Pence-effort, a rogue complete him shield. 

Interpretation: 



- Connected to the police and the best believed information is that what is being felt is deeply 
connected to war and a very cold, calculated effort by Pence connected to a rogue and 
completing a shield in some way. 

- Opinion. Sounds like it’s describing Pence as a traitor in an orchestration designed to attack the 
public, especially Trump supporters. I have a reversal on Lindsey Graham saying they set out to 
purposely “slay their warrior”. This looks to have been designed to attack the spirit as well as to 
shield the people orchestrating this war while enslaving more and more of the public. 

- 11 mins 24 secs—  McStain's Girlfriend indicates it's his job to slay their warrior. This indicates a 
psychological attack on those supporting Trump. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KHMSL5emhs8&t=0s 
 

 

Senator Chuck Schumer’s RS- 

F1: [Good news.] 

R1: Swindle. 

Interpretation: 

- A swindle has taken place connected to the good news given by Pence. 
- Nancy Pelosi RS I’ve found tells you 6 months before the 2020 election they'd cheat- 

https://youtu.be/KakNik7I6uA 
- Pelosi RS- They're lying about who won the 2020 election- 

https://youtu.be/D0qQP-ERn7Y 
 

Chief of Staff, Terri McCullough RS- 

F12: [Secret Service said they have dissuaded him from coming to Capitol Hill. They told him they don’t 
have the resources to protect him here. So at the moment, he is not coming] but that could change. 

R12: Your cad-lib FEMA ponzi came on with the worse. Her English measures suppress you with effort 
in name Whore shit. Lie for breaking MS for the videos try again, death server service. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to the forward is a totally incongruent reversal. All of it is likely a lie ad-libbed by cads 
connected to FEMA and/or emergencies connected to a ponzi scam trying to come up with 
something even worse to suppress you, the public, with measures that LOOK official and proper 
but are not and done in the name of the Ai Whore to lie for breaking Main Stream news videos. 
Looks like they may have done more than one take for this service provided by a death cult. 

 

 

F13: I hope he comes. I’m gonna punch him out. [This is my moment. I’ve been waiting for this.] 

R13: Seraphin a worry where Mouse is.  



Interpretation: 

- Connected to this moment and what she’s been waiting for is a worry connected to Seraphin 
(appears to be FBI whistleblower Kyle Seraphin) and where a mouse is. So this is incongruent. 
She does not appear to be wanting to punch Trump at least right here. This looks like acting for 
ratings to encourage Trump hate. What she REALLY appears to be worried about is Serphin 
spilling the beans about the mouse, because mouse is likely being used as a metaphor for 
nonconsensual experimentation. So, it is clearly indicated that Kyle Seraphin knows about 
#TheCivilianTortureProgram, and Nancy is likely afraid he’ll spill the beans, but so far he has just 
been gas-lighting about it even though he claims to be a reformed FBI agent. I wrote a comment 
on his video here where he had another FBI whistleblower on that he interviewed (Steve Friend) 
that won’t tell all he knows either probably due to Kyle’s bad influence upon him. 

- My pasted-in social media post about him below- 
https://t.me/OurStillSmallVoice/35093 
 

- This guy CLAIMS TO BE A RECOVERING FBI AGENT. He looks like just another psyoping, gas-
lighting POS to me because he's directing people YET AGAIN AWAY FROM 
#TheCivilianTortureProgram and the IoE ENSLAVEMENT OF CREATION. Is my comment still 
under his video? We don't have time for any more of this shit. CUT TO THE GD CHASE PEOPLE. 

- https://rumble.com/v3wam57-friendly-friday-nov-17-2023-ep-180-live.html 
- "Would you please go over with your audiences why this DOD directive & Symposium 

Transcript, plus research paper amount to our government's premeditated attempt to digitally 
enslave its citizens using Ai & business models?  

- 1. Joint Artificial Intelligence Center Leaders Update Reporters on DOD AI Developments Sept. 
10, 2020- https://www.defense.gov/News/Transcripts/Transcript/Article/2345500/joint-
artificial-intelligence-center-leaders-update-reporters-on-dod-ai-develop/ 

-   2. Covid=Misuse of Wireless Sensors- Abstract- 
Corona is a non-communicable (NON-COMMUNICABLE means not spread through Humans  ) 
sensor disease spreading worldwide through misusing of processed radio frequency. So far 
higher authorities of health services are facing the undesirable escalating causes of coronavirus 
towards human beings as a very scientific puzzle comprehensive issue. The study aims to 
evaluate the maltreating of wireless sensor networks that affect individuals within the body 
boundary area. Wireless sensor data were collected from individual's profile, diagnosis and 
sensor node records at laboratory experiments. The study shows the effect of processed sensor 
nodes among individual's body organs to compare with the existing environments. The study 
illustrates all individuals suffer from sensor disease due to reflecting of wavered sensors at open 
eyes sights with high speed electromagnetic-radio tracking systems. The overweight and obesity 
patients are sick from corona disease at less sensor time in a dark environment than that of light 
conditions. These findings replicate the severe global one health security that the expert 
provides in active eyes within geographic locations. Systematic healthcare awareness is essential 
for treatment with medical technological devices but such consciousness is poorly recognized 
and medication supports are still below par..." 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/349881372_Effect_of_Coronavirus_Worldwide_thro
ugh_Misusing_of_Wireless_Sensor_Networks 
 

 



 

 

 


